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"THERE ARE INJUSTICES SO WRONG ON THIS VAST CONTINENT [Australia] that they burn deep, they 

continue, they become more, they divide humanity, fracture humanity. The belief that we have to 

compromise, reduce what needs be said so as to carry people to common ground never achieves 

universality, never carries all sides, all the people, to for instance equality, justice, to the good end. 

The carrying of people arrives on the back of the truth. Truth does not seek to victimise and accuse, 

it does not seek to make hostages of all those who are wrong. Truth seeks the freeing of everyone. 

In this tenet we must be solid-in-our-thinking. We must not fear that the truth will offend the 

perpetrators or the institutions they represent or are protected by. We must fear only our own 

silence. We must not fear any level of persecution, we must not fear what those who do wrong 

or what those others who insist on silence about wrongs will do to us. We must be fearless." 

GERRY GEORGATOS 
Not All Are Deaths in Custody – Murders in Custody 

thestringer.com.au 
9 JUL 2015 

 
Dr. GERRY GEORGATOS is a long-time researcher of racism, deaths in custody, and unnatural deaths. 

He is also an advocate of prison reform and restorative justice. His words quoted above relate to 

injustice which has been inflicted on Black/Indigenous people for centuries by racist Whites in Australia. 

But the official psycho-political incident of State terrorism in Tasmania in 1996 has led to the worst 

injustice of modern-day Australia. That 35 people were fatally shot and 23 wounded, and that NO 

judicial process was initiated to determine the whole truth, and that the innocent person blamed then 

incarcerated for life for the entire incident has been killed in custody, and that the families, relatives, and 

friends of all the victims have been denied truth and justice makes the massacre at and near Port Arthur 

and what has ensued the worst injustice of modern times. Note there have been larger massacres in 

Terra Australis since the British invasion in 1788. Historians record possibly up to a thousand Black/ 

Indigenous people were slaughtered in 1840 during a mass killing in Victoria.* Hunting parties were 

organized in 19th-century Tasmania to rid the island of its original inhabitants. Etc. What was officially 

perpetrated in Tasmania in 1996 has a blood-soaked trail leading from it back to Botany Bay in New 

South Wales. Every massacre in Australia has been undertaken to annihilate/dominate/eradicate/ 

exterminate/subjugate people there. Facts confirm the purpose of the official killing and wounding at 

and near Port Arthur was to bring about political support for de-arming (dominating) the populace. 

(* see Insert "Massacres in Australia" pp. 95,96 in THE WORST OF BRITISH JUSTICE: Readings Related 

to Injustice in Australia c.1825-2015; 2nd edition, 2015: 794 pp. free pdf file bigwormbooks@gmx.net) ■ 

KEITH ALLAN NOBLE 
Unit 72 B, Am Heumarkt 7, 1030 Vienna, Austria 

murder.research@gmail.com 
30 JUN 2016 
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MARTIN BRYANT WAS INNOCENT 

 
DURING a phone conversation 

with Keith Allan Noble on 
27 MAY 2016 

Graham Derek Collyer 
reconfirmed the innocence of 

Martin Bryant: 
 

"He was not the man who shot me." 
 

This eyewitness and victim of the 
shooting inside the Broad Arrow Café 

at the Port Arthur Historic Site 
first confirmed this innocence in his 

Witness Statement  
given to Tasmania Police on 

7&8 MAY 1996 
 

"[The gunman] seemed about 20. 
He had long blonde bedraggled hair about 

3-4 inches below the shoulder. 
He looked like he might have had a lot 

of acne. A pitted face…. I think I probably 
would identify him if I saw him again." 

 
Martin Bryant was almost 30 at the 

time of the massacre. He did NOT have 
hair below the shoulder, and he did 

NOT have a pitted face – 
confirmed by his mother and by 
original images; see page 1 and 

Tasmania Police interview video. 
 

(For statements by other eyewitnesses – for example, 
"the picture I saw in the newspapers was not the same 

person" – confirming Martin Bryant was innocent, 
read MASS MURDER: Official Killing in Tasmania, 

Australia; 2nd edition, 2014. see RESOURCES) 
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THE HISTORY 
 

FOR OVER TWO DECADES, mongrels* have been lying and deceiving the people of Australia. 

Officials in many places have corrupted the national political process, perverted the legal system 

in Tasmania, denied glaring documented truths, and/or prevented justice from being served. 

(* vernacular Australian word meaning despicable person/party) 
 

In Tasmania in April 1996, it is alleged that 35 people were killed and 23 were wounded at and 

near the Port Arthur Historic Site. It was an official crime – a crime so horrific it sent shock-

waves the length and breadth of the land down under. Hate and vengeance came to the fore 

rapidly, force-fed by mainstream media broadcasting unproved accusations and manipu-

lated images to implicate and demonise Martin Bryant who was blamed for the entire incident. 
 

But it was impossible for this mentally-handicapped patsy to have undertaken all the planning, 

the provision of all the equipment*, and the perpetration of all the crimes at seven locations. 

False statements based on supposed facts were made repeatedly by officials before a thorough 

investigation was completed. In fact, NO such investigation was undertaken – then or since. 

(* Includes: a 22-body refrigerated mortuary truck; special embalming equipment ‟manufac-

tured ready for the incident″ – officially confirmed in writing by Stephen Parry who became a 

Liberal Party (TAS) senator; allegedly dozens of weapons and thousands of rounds of ammunition 

none of which was ever proved to be acquired or transported to Port Arthur by the patsy.) 
 

Instead of putting every official resource into determining exactly how the incident occurred, 

the State went out of its way to ensure there was NO assessment and public release of all associ-

ated facts. It also ensured Martin Bryant had NO competent and committed legal representative. 

There was NO trial, NO coronial inquest, NO public enquiry, NO royal commission, etc. Legally 

required processes were NOT permitted. Opinions and suppositions were allowed to suppress 

searches for evidence. An unthinking shocked public was deceived by biased media and the 

Tasmanian legal system was upended. Mongrel members – includes every barrister there, all 

of whom are officers of the court – ignored the setting up and sacrifice of an innocent patsy. 

After being kept in isolation for over six months, Martin Bryant was declared guilty without a 

shred of evidence being presented and proved in a trial, with a jury, as was required by law. 
 

One difficult thing to do in life is to unlearn what has been learnt. People become attached to 

what they believe is correct. Challenges to their beliefs are quickly ridiculed even when there is 

evidence their beliefs are patently wrong. How the killing and wounding at and near Port Arthur 

in April 1996 were perpetrated are good examples of such beliefs. Unthinking people (includes 

witnesses) have been gulled into fixed mind-sets. The result is they do NOT reflect on all the 

hard evidence which reveals the official narrative is corrupt. People with such fixed beliefs refuse 

to question and simply accept inaccurate and incomplete evidence be it physical or testimonial. 
 

The only thing that can help ease the pain and address the injustice arising from the official 

massacre in Tasmania is the bright light of truth. Innocent Martin Bryant should never have 

been convicted then incarcerated – but he was. And though the State knew the likelihood was 

great that Martin Bryant would be killed in any place of detention, he was wrongly incarcerated 

in 1996 at Risdon Prison near Hobart – never to be released. Now Martin has been killed. ■ 
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THE BOY-MAN 
 

MARTIN BRYANT* was the first child (born 7 MAY 1967) of Carleen and the late Maurice 

Bryant, his two loving parents. Lindy his sister arrived on 24 JUL 1972. As best he could, 

Martin grew up in the Australian state of Tasmania. His early life and upbringing have been 

detailed by his mother in a candid work of family history called MY STORY. (* no middle name) 
 

In her book, Carleen Bryant states, amongst many other things, the following about her son: 
 

"I know my son and it is difficult to imagine him being able to plan these events 

[massacre of 35 killed and 23 wounded at seven crime scenes at and near Port 

Arthur, Tasmania, in April 1996]. Psychologists determined that Martin's IQ was 

that of an 11-year-old. He could not even plan his overseas trips. He would fly 

to one country and then decide on the spur of the moment where to visit next. 

He struggled with simple things such as how to remove a wheel from a bicycle, 

how to construct something from a Meccano set or build a simple airplane such 

as young boys enjoy making. Martin could drive an automatic car but he could 

never sit for a driver's licence." (pp. 133-134; added emphasis) 
 

"I wondered why it was that Martin was initially questioned without having a law-

yer present. These were, after all, horrendous charges and at no time should he 

have been questioned without legal assistance, especially given his intellectual 

impairment which would have been quite obvious from the start." (p. 134; added 

emphasis) 
 

Mrs. Bryant holds nothing back. She describes, as only a mother of a mentally-handicapped child 

can, the difficulties her son Martin had to contend with growing up – and later as a young man. 

Martin's IQ was determined to be 66 by Australian psychologist Ian Joblin in June 1996. This put 

Martin in the bottom one to two percent of the Australian population. Officially determined to 

be incapable of engaging in meaningful permanent employment, Martin received a Tasmanian 

disability pension. 
 

Additional insights into the mental incompetence of Martin Bryant have been provided by the 

young woman Petra Willmott, who in 1996 had an intimate relationship with him. This is what 

Willmott declared in one of her Witness Statements: 
 

"He doesn't remember a lot of things that I say to him and he forgets what he's 

doing sometimes." (28 APR 1996; added emphasis) 
 

From those who knew him personally – NOT from those who made negative statements based 

on unproved media accusations – we learn Martin Bryant was handicapped mentally. It seems 

he was born that way. Despite all the attention bestowed on him by his loving family, Martin 

did NOT mature mentally and he can be described as a boy-man. In April 1996, he was almost 

a 29-year-old man who lived life as best he could with the mind of an 11-year-old boy. ■ 
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ARE YOU SURPRISED to learn that Mr. Pike did NOT receive a reply from Shan Eve Tennent, or 

any other official? For over 20 years, access to Martin Bryant was officially restricted to ensure 

the public never learnt the whole truth from or about him. The media however, was allowed 

to publish cruel demonising articles and false images about Martin during all that time. ■ 
 

 

– MARTIN BRYANT – 

WRONGLY & CRUELLY HELD INCOMMUNICADO 
 

Don Pike 
c/o Post Office 

St. Mary’s  TAS  7215 
24 June 2005 

Judge S. Tennent 
Tasmania Supreme Court 
GPO Box 167 
Hobart  TAS  7001 
 
Dear Madame, 
 
  I was pleased to read recently of your new appointment to the judiciary as one who was 

particularly interested in reform of Risdon Prison. It is always a concern that prisoners every-

where should be afforded fair and humane treatment during prison confinement and especial-

ly if that confinement is one of isolation. I feel you would agree that the forgoing should apply 

to all prisoners, irrespective of the nature of the conviction. 

  When Martin Bryant was imprisoned we were told that he refused to see his sister or 

mother. This morning the hospital section at Risdon informed me that he occasionally has con-

sented to see his mother and did so. They further offered (or I requested) that they ask Martin 

would he consent to see me (a stranger). After a few moments I was informed that he had 

been asked the question, but had refused (he was said to have not answered his inquirer, but 

just walked away). I was further told that that behaviour was typical of his response when he 

was not interested in a visit. 

  The problem is, of course, when a prisoner is held incommunicado, it will always be easy 

for the authorities to say the prisoner doesn’t want to talk to anyone, when in fact the truth 

may have been to the contrary. I am not suggesting that this is the situation in Bryant’s case. 

However, and notwithstanding a personʼs right to refuse visits, it also follows that if justice is 

to be done (and not just seen to be done) a genuine determination must be made to show 

clearly and without any reservations that a prisoner did in fact refuse visitation and acted of 

his/her own unaffected free will. 

  To this end I believe that it is crucially important that a panel of suitable people be 

allowed to visit a prisoner, periodically, to make such determination and to establish, as far as 

possible, that there has been no coercion. Further, it would be equally important that 

affidavital documentation should be furnished from a medical officer (and others?) both inside 

and outside the prison system to establish that the prisoner has not been subjected to mind 

bending or control drugs. This would be particularly applicable to prisoners who are subjects 

of doubt or controversy as to their conviction. 

  I believe it should follow that the right of privacy, under no circumstances, should be 

regarded as priority over the above. A person’s incarceration begets a regime of reasonable 

controls. Food and drink (special diet), recreation, exercise, medical attention, religion, etc. 

Perhaps as little as three visits per year to determine the veracity of their wishes, cannot be 

genuinely construed as an infringement of anyone’s rights. 

  I would be pleased of your assistance in establishing what is suggested. 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
Don Pike                 

    (amended; original emphasis)
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KILLED IN CUSTODY 
 

AUSTRALIA HAS A LONG HISTORY of criminal officials killing innocent people in their care – 

officials who records confirm are never convicted then imprisoned. For example: Chris Hurley 

a member of the Queensland Police Service (motto: With Honour We Serve) was charged with 

the killing of Mulrunji on Palm Island. According to a coronial post-mortem, the death of this 

innocent man, in November 2004, was the result of "an intra-abdominal haemorrhage caused 

by a ruptured liver and portal vein" – massive physical damage which the public was led to 

believe resulted from Mulrunji tripping on a set of stairs. But what really happened is that 

Hurley (judge, jury, and executioner) got things sorted at Palm Island police station and set 

up Mulrunji for the long box. And when the residents of Palm Island expressed their very un-

derstandable rage, Queensland Police unleashed its heavily-armed but lightly-brained racist 

thugs on the men, women, and children. As for the killer Hurley, he was declared NOT guilty by 

an all-White jury and subsequently was promoted. (see MASS MURDER; 2014: pp. 107-112) 
 

Whether it's identified with the official euphemism death in custody, or identified with the 

phrase killed in custody, or called homicide or murder, really makes NO difference. All these 

words convey the same meaning – an innocent person has been killed while in the care of 

some official(s) of the State. Of course the State will say and do everything it can to absolve 

itself. Only in the most extreme situations will any State admit some degree of culpability. 

But in Australia and around the world, prisons, lock-ups, and watch-houses are notorious places 

of official violence leading to injury and death. NO State can ever claim total innocence about 

incidents past, present, or future. The State knows acts of official violence, up to and including 

murder, are attempted in places of incarceration – and some of those attempts are successful. 
 

Killing innocent Martin Bryant was promoted by the media and by members of the public from 

1996 onwards. In 2015, News Corporation Australia (NCA) published despicable images 

(allegedly taken by Gary Ramage) with unproved allegations which again demonised innocent 

Martin Bryant. Here are some of the Internet comments that NCA incited from the public, 

comments which the then attorney-general, minister for justice, and minister for corrections 

in Tasmania (Vanessa Goodwin) ignored: "Burn him alive"; "Firing squad"; "Give him a bullet"; 

"Injection soon"; "…inmates should knock him"; "Just shoot him"; "Kill him"; etc. 
 

Through their inaction, mongrel officials ignored and/or abetted hatred toward Martin Bryant. 

The State knew it had the responsibility to protect Martin for 24 hours a day, every day of 

every year – a responsibility it failed to fulfill. It seems that in 2016, Martin was moved from 

the Wilfred Lopes Centre with its high internal security into the main buildings at the Risdon 

Prison complex where internal security for inmates is lower. The opportunity for someone 

(official or inmate) to kill him was thus greatly increased. 
 

Martin Bryant was falsely convicted then wrongly imprisoned by the State. His death in prison 

was NOT natural because his whole life after April 1996 was controlled by the State, which de-

termined how and where he was to live – and to die. Martin Bryant was innocent and should 

never have been in any prison in Tasmania or in any other part of Australia. His killing whilst in 

the care of the State was predictable. For his death, there is NO doubt the State is to blame. ■ 
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CORONIAL POST-MORTEM 
 

NOW MARTIN BRYANT IS DEAD, a coroner of the magistrates' court of Tasmania is required 

by law to inquire into his death as "the deceased was being held in care or custody at the time 

of death." (see magistratescourt.tas.gov.au/divisions/coronial/coronial_process) Note that an 

inquiry – also called an investigation – is NOT an inquest. An inquiry can be a superficial process 

in which the facts recorded are minimal, and conclusions are wilfully incomprehensive and/or 

benign. This is what is acknowledged on the above identified website: "In the vast majority of 

cases, the Coroner concludes the investigation with a written Finding prepared 'in chambers' 

without the need* for a formal inquest at which sworn evidence is taken in court from wit-

nesses who can be cross-examined." (* This can always be corrupted by political pressure.) 
 

The coroner who conducts the inquiry/investigation into the death of Martin Bryant will do 

everything he/she can to truncate and terminate that process to ensure there is no inquest. 

And the same coroner is NOT, under Tasmanian legislation, required to have a post-mortem 

(autopsy) conducted provided the cause of death is (allegedly) known. Have NO doubt the 

State will find some physician to sign the necessary documents declaring the cause of death – 

direct cause and antecedent causes – was benign. Martin will probably be blamed for his own 

death with the cause being listed as heart infarct (direct cause) with obesity and inactivity 

(antecedent causes) being listed. Alternatively, a brain haemorrhage from some alleged fight 

or fall will be used to complete the form. As for manner of death (natural, accidental, suicidal, 

or homicidal), it is highly unlikely to be recorded on any official document. 
 

With reference to a complete*, three-cavity, post-mortem, such a procedure is highly unlikely 

to be performed. If such a coronial post-mortem is conducted, the findings will NOT be made 

public and it is highly unlikely that Martin's mother Carleen Bryant will be provided with the 

detailed findings. (* Necessitates testing for poisons – which includes prescription medications 

because intentional excess dosages may have been given to Martin to induce his death.) 
 

NO official details related to the killing of Martin Bryant and the subsequent coronial inquiry/ 

investigation can be readily accepted as the truth. In MY STORY (pp. 153-154), Martin's mother 

writes she was told his medical records were NOT available at Risdon Prison in 2009 – those 

records "disappeared." So whatever mind-altering drugs and in what quantities were pushed in-

to Martin between 1996 and 2009 are NOT going to become public knowledge. And you can bet 

big money that Mrs. Bryant and the public are never going to be told what mind-altering drugs 

and in what quantities were pushed into innocent Martin from 2009 until the time of his death. 
 

The inquest related to the official massacre in Tasmania in 1996 was wrongly terminated. This 

termination was abetted by the prime minister of Australia (see MONGRELS IMPLICATED) and is 

confirmed by a letter (31 JAN 1997) which the chief coroner's delegate Ian R. Matterson sent 

to Stephen Howard, a Port Arthur Historic Site employee whose dear wife was fatally shot inside 

the café near the inoperable emergency door. Matterson confirms the cover-up by the State: 

"…any finding I make must not be inconsistent with the decision of the Supreme Court." (see 

MASS MURDER; 2014: p. 252) Matterson knew his findings would be inconsistent with the 

decision made by the so-called court ("guilty"; 19 NOV 1996) – so he terminated the inquest. ■ 
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MONGRELS IMPLICATED 
 

AVERY, John 

corrupt & criminal ex-lawyer 

perverted course of justice 

refused NOT guilty plea of Martin Bryant – his client; coerced him to 

accept Avery's plea of guilty; did NOT present exculpatory evidence 

 

 

BARNS, Greg 

corrupt officer of supreme court; Tasmanian BAR member 

unethical inhuman neglect 

made accurate statements about Martin Bryant's legal rights but 

did NOT act on Bryant's false conviction and wrongful imprisonment 

 

 

BEARD, Matthew 

moral (sic) philosopher (humanities & soc sciences, UniNSW, Canberra) 

incited hatred and killing 

wrote and had published a demonising article encouraging readers to 

accept illegal assisted suicide (official killing) of Martin Bryant (IQ of 66) 

  
  

BUGG, Damian 

corrupt prosecutor 

perverted course of justice 

did NOT present exculpatory evidence; presented nonsensical never 

proved assumptions as truths; refused NOT guilty of Martin Bryant 

 

 

COX, William            SENIOR OFFICIAL RESPONSIBLE 

so-called judge           FOR KILLING MARTIN BRYANT 

perverted course of justice 

did NOT conduct a trial as required by Tasmanian law; convicted and 

imprisoned mentally-incompetent Martin Bryant NOT proved guilty 

 

 

GOODWIN, Vanessa 

corrupt attorney-general, minister (justice), minister (corrections) 

nonfeasance  

did NOT acknowledge petition (2000+ signatures); ignored excul- 

patory evidence; ignored danger Martin Bryant faced in official care 

 

 

cont. 
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GUNSON, David 

corrupt lawyer 

nonfeasance 

accepted but then refused to defend Martin Bryant – his client – who 

Brawler Gunson unethically abandoned with NO explanation to anyone 

 

 

HOWARD, John 

corrupt politician (former prime minister); lawyer; sycophant  

abetted a crime 

for personal political reasons publicly encouraged Tasmanian officials 

NOT to allow legislatively required investigative & judicial procedures 

 

 

RIGBY, Debra 

corrupt lawyer 

nonfeasance 

with NO thorough investigation & NO hard evidence, did NOT object to 

confused, hospitalised, opiated (3rd-degree burns on his back & buttocks) 

Martin Bryant – her client – being charged with murder within c.24 hours  

 

SARRE, Rick 

corrupt academic (law, UniSA, Adelaide) 

inciting hatred 

knowing NO trial was conducted, wrote and had published unproved 

assumptions demonising Martin Bryant thereby inciting public hatred 

 

 

TENNENT, Shan Eve 

corrupt judge 

unethical inhuman neglect  

did NOT acknowledge a documented concern and request related to 

Martin Bryant being held incommunicado at Risdon Prison in Tasmania 

 

 

WEISBROT, David 

corrupt media regulator (Australian Press Council, Sydney) 

nonfeasance 

did NOT act against media in Australia which published demonising 

images of and unproved assumptions about innocent Martin Bryant 

 

 

WHITE, Jennifer 

corrupt officer of supreme court; Tasmanian BAR member 

unethical inhuman neglect 

sub-committee chair of Prisoners Legal Service (advisory program) who 

knew Martin Bryant's dangerous situation but who did NOT assist him 

 

 

etc. ■ 
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BODY DISPOSAL 
 

WHAT WILL THEY DO WITH THE BODY – the dead body which proves their guilt? 
 

Will they return it in a long box to his mother and sister – with their official but heartlessly 

cold condolences? 
 

Will they slip it out of Risdon Prison in the dark of night in their 22-body mortuary truck – 

headed off to the likes of corrupt embalmer Stephen Parry* and undertakers Nelson Brothers? 

(* MASSACRE: Stephen Shane Parry; notice to Senate of Australia; 2016. see RESOURCES) 
 

Will they burn it and dispose of the ashes in some secret process hoping to prevent his grave 

from becoming a flowered shrine on Facebook – to official cruelty, injustice, and corruption in 

Australia? 
 

But really, it doesn't matter. Because regardless of whether the body of Martin Bryant is buried 

or burnt he is now a martyr to truth – the indelible truth which the mongrels will never erase 

regardless of how hard they try. 
 

NO official act or statement will ever hide, disguise, or excuse the cruelty and injustice inflicted 

on innocent Martin Bryant and his family – and on the 58 victims killed and wounded at the 

official massacre at and near Port Arthur in Tasmania in 1996, and on all the families, relatives, 

and friends of those victims. Like the massacre, this cruelty and injustice are official crimes. ■ 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
MARTIN BRYANT WAS INNOCENT 

 
"THE MONSTROUSNESS of this crime 

is precisely what prevents many people 
from rationally considering the evidence, 

for even to do so one risks 
being judged as excusing the crime. 

The evidence directly implicating 
Martin Bryant is nonexistent, 

so, instead the case against Bryant 
(which was never formally put 

because there was no trial) 
largely centres on supposed facts." 

    
James Sinnamon 
candobetter.net 

11 APR 2010 
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STATE STIGMATA 
 

MARTIN BRYANT WAS A PATSY. He was set up then blamed – the proof is documented and 

extensive – for the official massacre at and near Port Arthur. The official narrative is a blatant lie. 

Hard facts which incriminate mongrel officials will NOT go away regardless of their attempts to 

disavow their guilt related to the massacre, the cover-up of that massacre, the false conviction 

and wrongful imprisonment of innocent Martin Bryant, and his killing. Some of the indelible 

stigmata of the State are: 

 

 
    1. NO trial; 
 
    2. NO inquest; 
 
    3. NO public enquiry; 
 
    4. NO royal commission; 
 
    5. NO DNA-related evidence; 
 
    6. NO GSR (gunshot residue) found on Martin Bryant; 
 
    7. NO credible official explanation for any significant part of the incident; 
 
    8. NO competent and committed legal defence provided for Martin Bryant; 
 
    9. NO explanation for the black van photographed parked outside the Broad Arrow Café; 
 
10. NO explanation for the cartridge case said to have been found beneath a Mikac child body; 
 
11. NO complete list of evidential items – bottle of tomato sauce; handcuffs; handgun; infra-red 

sighting scope; marijuana, video camera; etc; 
 
12. NO official identification of "Tiger" who, eyewitness Petra Willmott wrote in one of her 

statements, disturbed/intimidated Martin Bryant; 
 
13. NO credible explanation for the existence of a 22-body refrigerated mortuary vehicle in little 

Tasmania – the only such vehicle in all of Australia; 
 
14. NO credible firearm evidence (acquisition, calibers, makes, ownership, quantities, storage 

prior to massacre, transportation to Port Arthur, etc.); 
 
15. NO fingerprints – NOT even from the yellow Volvo, food tray, cutlery, metal drink (Solo) can, 

sports bag, video camera all of which a/the gunman handled then left behind; 
 
16. NO credible timeline – based on written witness statements, Martin Bryant could NOT have 

been at all the places that he was said to have been at the times official alleged;  
 
17. NO explanation of the footwear worn by the gunman/men – in writing, eyewitnesses 

reported Blundstone boots, grey-blue Nikes, lace-up boots, and white sandshoes; 
                                cont. 

 

 
DECEPTIVE BALASKO VIDEO 

THREE MONTHS AFTER the official massacre, a James 

Balasko appeared at a New Jersey (USA) police station. He 

claimed he had a video of the Port Arthur gunman. But he 

had NOT said a word about any video to any official when 

allegedly he was at Port Arthur in April 1996. Martin Bryant 

is NOT recorded on this fake evidence: all facial features of 

the alleged gunman are blurred; the hair (possibly a wig) is 

too long and straight for the person to be Martin Bryant; etc. 
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18. NO explanation for why Debra Jane Buckley, who wrote she was c.30 metres from a/the 

gunman, did NOT hear a firearm discharge when the three Mikacs were allegedly shot; 
 
19. NO explanation for absence of Tasmania Police at the historic site after the shooting which 

commenced just before 1:30pm – armed police in numbers did NOT arrive until 7:30pm; 
 
20. NO explanation why allegedly Martin Bryant, who did NOT use drugs, would buy marijuana 

from two strangers after repairing their vehicle which Martin Bryant could NOT have done; 
 
21. NO credible proof Michael Mick/Rick Dyson of Tasmania Police was/is innocent. His state-

ment, given 139 days after the massacre, is highly suggestive of his negative involvement; 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
22. NO explanation for the highly accurate lethal shooting inside the café which an Australian 

military expert (Brigadier Ted Serong) confirmed could NOT have been done by Martin Bryant; 
 
23. NO proof Martin Bryant burnt the BMW vehicle or Seascape Cottage – evidence suggests that 

Martin (drugged or unconscious) was left in that cottage to be killed by being burnt to death; 
 
24. NO explanation of the statement made by the police negotiator Terry McCarthy who said 

he thought Jamie "was reading from some sort of script" when they spoke over the phone; 
 
25. NO credible proof Gerard Dutton of Tasmania Police was/is innocent. Analysis of his dec-

laration reveals numerous highly questionable points arising from his ballistic suppositions; 
 
26. NO explanation for the permission to shoot request from constable Pat Allen being answered 

with do not shoot this has to happen as broadcast on the intercepted Tasmanian Emergency 

Services radio; 
 
27. NO explanation for the special embalming equipment "manufactured ready for the incident" 

by Nelson Brothers, funeral directors in Victoria as confirmed in writing (see RESOURCES) 

by Stephen Shane Parry; 
 
28. NO explanation why suspicious Robert & Helene Salzmann (ASIO/CIA/MOSSAD handlers?) 

waited for a/the gunman at the tollbooth then went and sat inside the yellow Volvo which he 

drove there and spoke with him; 
 
29. NO explanation how Martin Bryant, who had hair to his collar, could have had hair below 

his shoulders and down to his chest during the massacre which is what several eyewitnesses 

reported in writing (see RESOURCES); 
 
30. NO explanation how a/the gunman in the café, who shot right-handed from the hip, could 

have been Martin Bryant who demonstrated to police (videoed by them) how he discharged 

a firearm left-handed from his shoulder;                
 cont.

  

 
COERCED CONFESSION 

CHESTER PORTER QC, one of the more renowned lawyers 

Australia has ever produced, says the following in his insightful 

THE CONVICTION OF THE INNOCENT (see RESOURCES): 

"The point is that even if a confession is accurately recorded and 

completely voluntary, it may be false…. If a person has an IQ of 

seventy, it is not difficulty for experienced detectives[/officials] 

to persuade him of her to confess to almost anything." (p. 19) 

Mentally-handicapped Martin Bryant had an even lower IQ of 66. 
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31. NO explanation how Martin Bryant could have driven the gold-coloured BMW (plate/reg-

istration number DI 5858) away from the tollbooth given that vehicle had a manual-change 

gearbox which Martin could NOT operate; 
 
32. NO official identification of the person(s) who covered the faces of the never-publicly-

accounted-for bodies near the access road between the café and tollbooth as reported in 

writing by eyewitness Paul Anthony Cooper; 
 
33. NO credible explanation for why the emergency door at the café was inoperable and could 

NOT be opened during the shooting which resulted in several people (employees & public) NOT 

being able to escape and thus being fatally shot; 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
34. NO explanation for why eyewitness Gregory Keith Barnett, who wrote that, immediately 

after the shooting at the general store, he saw three bodies on the ground at the historic site 

tollbooth, but, did "not see any vehicles at all" there; 
 
35. NO explanation for the gunshots recorded during conversations between police negotiator 

Terry McCarthy and Jamie – gunshots within Seascape Cottage and deceptively described with 

the word "cough" (appears 22 times) on the official transcript; 
 
36. NO explanation for all the yellow Volvos – with and without surfboards, with and without 

surfboard covers, and with different plate/registration numbers (CC 904?, CC 2835, CG 2835, 

CS 2835, DC ????) – seen at and near the Port Arthur Historic Site; 
 
37. NO identification of the person who allegedly sold "guns" to Martin Bryant – it was NOT the 

Tasmanian gunshop proprietor Terry Hill, who mongrel lawyer John Avery wrote and attempted 

to intimidate (see Avery's letter to Hill in MASS MURDER; 2014: p. 31); 
 
38. NO identification of a/the gunman reported by the eyewitness John Douglas Rooke who 

wrote in his statement that he was shot at by a slightly-built man about 5 foot 5 inches in height 

with "short mousy coloured hair with a full-faced beard that was light in colour"; 
 
39. NO explanation of how (type of payment?) Martin Bryant acquired the ammunition (allegedly 

thousands of rounds) and firearms (allegedly over 30) and where it was all hidden (allegedly) from 

Carleen Bryant, Petra Willmott, and his neighbours, NOT one of whom ever saw anything; 
 
40. NO explanation how mentally-handicapped Martin Bryant could recall correctly the number 

of a passport during the middle of the so-called siege at Seascape (the siege that did NOT take 

place), but was unable to recall the shorter plate/registration number of his own yellow Volvo; 
 
                                cont. 

 
NOT PROVED BEYOND REASONABLE DOUBT 

ROBERT N. MOLES PhD LLB declares the following in his 

judicial critique A STATE OF INJUSTICE (see RESOURCES): 

"In criminal cases in Australia, the standard is proof of guilt 

'beyond reasonable doubt.' This means that any doubts must be 

fully investigated in order to determine whether or not they are 

reasonable. A doubt cannot be regarded as unreasonable simply 

because someone* has determined that it would be inconvenient 

to explore that possibility. Such an attitude would be based on 

prejudice, which simply means that the issue has been 'prejudged.' 

All reasonable lines of inquiry must be pursued…." (p. xx) * For 

example, Damian Bugg and William Cox in the Port Arthur case. 
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41. NO credible identification – NO person knew he/she had seen Martin Bryant. They were told 

it was him and naively repeated that false official allegation. The only person (James/Jim Laycock) 

who knew Martin, and who saw a/the gunman, wrote that gunman was NOT Martin Bryant; 
 
42. NO explanation why the four people (Mary Rose Nixon, Robert & Helene Salzmann, Russell 

James Pollard) – all of whom were allegedly fatally shot – had just the week before most 

probably met at or near Bilambil Heights / Ocean Shores / Brunswick Heads in northern NSW; 
 
43. NO explanation for the naked, black-haired, woman who several Tasmania Police reported, 

in writing, screaming and running near Seascape around 6pm on Sunday 28 APR 1996 – it was 

NOT Sally Martin the grey-haired co-owner of that cottage who officials declared was killed 

much earlier around midday; 
 
44. NO explanation for the three shots which several people reported were fired in front of the 

Clougha building (Port Arthur Historic Site) at 6:30pm (Sunday 28 APR 1996), shots which could 

NOT have been fired by Martin Bryant who at that time was officially inside Seascape Cottage 

approximately three kilometres away; 
 
45. NO explanation for the presence of two sports bags which eyewitnesses reported were 

carried by a/the gunman at the historic site – one bag was left in the café by a/the gunman, 

and a second sports bag was reported being carried from the café by a/the gunman who put it 

in the boot of a vehicle at the car park; 
 
46. NO credible explanation for the shotgun pellet wounds – allegedly a shotgun was NOT dis-

charged inside the café – reported by an historic site employee (first-aid instructor Wendy Scurr) 

and confirmed by Dr. Stephen Wilkson of the Royal Hobart Hospital who stated the following: 

"wherever we looked we found pellets"; 
 
47. NO credible explanation for why so many pages of the interview transcript were redacted, 

deleted, or not presented at the hearing, which was NOT a trial: "We know that 52 of the first 

146 pages of transcript were not presented." (A.R. Tony Pitt; http://southeastasianews.org/ 

portarthur/conspiracy_fact.html; JUN 2016); 
 
48. NO explanation for what happened to the rented (AVIS) red Commodore (plate/registration 

number DK 2661) which was abandoned by the two highly suspicious Buckleys (allegedly 

from New Zealand) at the tollbooth and which at some unidentified time was driven away by 

some unidentified person, quite possibly the first gunman. (see Points 34 & 50); 
 
49. NO explanation for behaviour of Tasmanian cop Chris Iles who spoke with eyewitnesses near 

the general store, where the body of Zoe Hall was and from where Glen Pears was taken, but 

who then drove away and disappeared from that scene – subsequently, Iles did NOT submit a 

witness statement, or if he did the corrupt prosecutor did NOT present it to the corrupt judge; 
 
50. NO explanation for the written statements made by two witnesses: 1. Steven Howard – 

site employee said the following about a/the gunman he saw before the shooting at the café: 

"He looked slightly disheveled, like someone would look at the end of the day rather than the 

beginning of the day. He also appeared to me to be slightly dazed or perhaps slightly anxious"; 

2. Debra Rabe (site guest said the following about a/the gunman she saw at the general store 

after the shooting at the café, at the car park, along the access road, and at the tollbooth: 

"I remember he was very neat and well-groomed." Strongly suggests there were two gunmen. 
 
N.B. In the very true words of Andrew S. MacGregor, a former cop (VIC) and case investigator: 

"Martin Bryant was totally betrayed by the Tasmanian judicial system." (A Question of Guilt) ■ 
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WITHIN 24 HOURS of the massacre at and near Port Arthur, media were pushing the official 

narrative Martin Bryant was guilty. Within 48 hours, an image stolen from his home was pub-

lished nationwide. The Australian altered this image making Martin look maniacal. That news-

paper later apologised. Almost completely and immediately, the public was duped into believing 

mentally-handicapped (IQ of 66) Martin was solely responsible for the entire massacre. Ever 

since, this false never-proved allegation has been broadcast by corrupt media – via mongrels like 

Mike Bingham, Stan Grant, Derryn Hinch, Paola Totaro, Robert Wainwright, Mike Willesee, etc. ■ 
 

 

– MARTIN BRYANT – 

WRONGLY & CRUELLY CONDEMNED BY MEDIA 
 

"AUSTRALIANS will again be told lies about Port Arthur in Tasmania by Channel 7 this 
Sunday 6th [March 2016]. Saying the shooting incident that took place there in April 
1996 is 'Australia’s worst massacre' is absolute hype. Many massacres in Australia have 
resulted in more people being killed. The truth about the official killing at Port Arthur 
has been covered up by complicit officials who have denied truth and justice to all the 
families, relatives, and friends of the victims. It is the corrupt official narrative that 
Channel 7 will broadcast again. Mainstream media deception continues." 

Martin Bryant Show By Channel 7 Sunday Night 
Will Not Tell The Truth About Port Arthur 

cairnsnews.org 
4 MAR 2016 

 
"AS THE DOCUMENTARY [A Question of Guilt: The Massacre at Port Arthur] shows, 
there are compelling reasons for believing Martin Bryant’s conviction and jailing were 
a cruel miscarriage of justice.... The Port Arthur saga is – in part – a story about the 
media. En bloc, Australia’s mass media quickly embraced the orthodoxy that Martin 
Bryant was guilty of committing the atrocity, that he acted alone – and that these 
'facts' are not in serious doubt. The media also promoted the view that anyone who 
does doubt these 'established facts' is likely to be a disgruntled shooting enthusiast, 
who may themselves be deranged and dangerous." 

The Port Arthur Massacre: A Sceptical Re-Appraisal 
sydwalker.info 
17 DEC 2010 

 
"WITH THE LATEST DEVELOPMENTS about the Murdock News Media and their prov-
en ability to influence people through lies and distortions in other stories of late, 
we hope to broaden sympathy for an inquiry into the deaths of the 35 people at 
Port Arthur at the hands of an unknown killer still at large. It is not true that the 
Murdock corruption has not extended to this country. I have been aware of it since the 
Lindy Chamberlain trials during which the media refused to report aboriginal women's 
evidence that dingos had taken their children too and so convinced the public that 
she had lied. Recent deaths of children being taken by dingos proves that the media 
were negligent in their reporting and contributed to the wrongful jailing of an innocent 
woman. The two media magnates who were responsible for the reporting of the Port 
Arthur massacre illegally entered Bryant's home and stole photographs from his 
kitchen table while he was in hospital and the house was marked off as a crime scene. 
They enhanced photos of him to make him look like a madman and then they were 
published before Bryant had even been interrogated by police. The Murdock and 
Fairfax press were relentless to defame Bryant while at the same time ignoring evi-
dence and obviously displaying dereliction of duty in finding the real killer." 

Murdoch Media Proved To Be Corrupt in Court 
members.iinet.net.au/~nedwood/Pam06.html#murdock 

23 JUN 2016 
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RIGHTS IGNORED 
 

DURING THE WRONGFUL IMPRISONMENT OF MARTIN BRYANT, successive governments in 

Tasmania and the media ignored guidelines, principles, standards, etc. related to incarcerated 

individuals. Before being killed, Martin was displayed at Risdon Prison and demonised nationally 

and internationally. Note the following extracts from the identified sources. (For a detailed ex-

position read Submission Document to Australian Press Council; 2015. see RESOURCES) 
 

AUSTRALIAN HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION 

Prisoners and Human Rights 

"One right of special importance to prisoners is the right to be treated with humanity, 

dignity and respect while in detention. This human right is set out in articles 7 and 10 of the 

ICCPR, article 37 of the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC) and in the Convention 

Against Torture and other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (CAT)." 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

AUSTRALIAN HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION 

The Rights of People with Disabilities: Areas of Need for Increased Protection 

SCHEDULE 4: DECLARATION ON THE RIGHTS OF MENTALLY RETARDED PEOPLE 

"6. The mentally retarded person has a right to protection from exploitation, abuse and 

degrading treatment. If prosecuted for any offence, he shall have a right to due process 

of law with full recognition being given to his degree of mental responsibility." 
 

AUSTRALIAN HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION 

The Rights of People with Disabilities: Areas of Need for Increased Protection 

SCHEDULE 5: DECLARATION ON THE RIGHTS OF DISABLED PERSONS 

"10. Disabled persons shall be protected against all exploitation, all regulations and all 

treatment of a discriminatory, abusive or degrading nature." (see Insert above) 
 

cont. 

 
INDEPENDENT MEDIA COUNCIL CODE OF CONDUCT 

FOR PRINT & ONLINE PRINT MEDIA PUBLISHERS 
 

"PUBLICATIONS must take all reasonable steps to ensure reports are honest, accurate, 

balanced and fair and disclose all essential facts. Reports must not suppress relevant 

available facts or give distorting emphasis. Where a report disparages any person or 

organisation, all reasonable steps must be taken to provide a contemporaneous right 

of reply. Where a contemporaneous reply is not possible, publications should provide 

an opportunity for a suitably prominent response at the first opportunity. Reports should 

not refer to personal characteristics, including race, ethnicity, nationality, gender, age, 

sexual orientation, family relationships, religious belief, or physical or intellectual dis-

ability, or mental illness, unless they are relevant. Publications should use fair, responsible 

and honest means to obtain material and should not exploit a person’s vulnerability or 

ignorance of media practice." (added emphasis; extract downloaded 16 JUN 2016) 
 

www.independentmediacouncil.com.au/code-of-conduct.html 
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AUSTRALIAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION 

Medical Ethics in Custodial Settings 2013. Amended 2015. 

"This statement provides the AMA’s policy on ethical issues related to prisoners and 

detainees in custodial settings including body cavity searches, hunger strikes, solitary 

confinement and protective custody, restraints, torture, cruel, or inhumane treatment 

and capital punishment. 

"1.1 Prisoners and detainees have a right to humane treatment, regardless of the reasons 

for their imprisonment, and should be treated with respect for their human dignity and 

privacy. They should never be denied treatment on the basis of their culture, ethnicity, 

religion, political beliefs, gender, sexual orientation, the nature of their illness, the reason 

for their incarceration, or their criminal history. 

"1.4 Governments and prison authorities have a duty of care to all prisoners and detainees 

under their control, including those in private correctional facilities. Governments must 

provide basic humane standards and should strive to achieve world’s best practice in all 

Australian correctional facilities including police custody, prison, juvenile detention centres, 

and other custodial settings...." 
 

AUSTRALIAN PRESS COUNCIL 

Standards of Practice; 1 JUL 1987 

Guidelines Identifying a Person with an Intellectual Disability 

"The Press Council believes that normally the identification of someone as a person with 

an intellectual disability is undesirable…. There may be circumstances which justify the 

identification of a person with an intellectual disability, but newspapers should consider 

carefully the reasons for publication and the possible consequences [DEATH for Bryant]; 

every consideration should be given to the privacy of the person, their parents and relatives, 

and those who look after them." 
 

CONVENTION AGAINST TORTURE AND OTHER CRUEL, INHUMAN OR DEGRADING 

TREATMENT OR PUNISHMENT 1984 (ratified by Australia on 8 AUG 1989) 

Part 1, Article 16 

"1. Each State Party shall undertake to prevent in any territory under its jurisdiction other 

acts of cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment which do not amount to 

torture as defined in article 1, when such acts are committed by or at the instigation of or 

with the consent or acquiescence of a public official or other person acting in an official 

capacity. In particular, the obligations contained in articles 10, 11, 12 and 13 shall apply 

with the substitution for references to torture of references to other forms of cruel, 

inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment. 

"2. The provisions of this Convention are without prejudice to the provisions of any other 

international instrument or national law which prohibits cruel, inhuman or degrading 

treatment or punishment or which relates to extradition or expulsion." 
 

STANDARD GUIDELINES FOR CORRECTIONS IN AUSTRALIA 

revised 2012; accepted by Department of Justice, Tasmania 

Guiding Principles for the Management of Prisoners (p.15) 

"Correctional services in Australia seek to improve and maintain safety of and confidence 

in the correctional system by managing prisoners consistently and with reference to the 

guiding principles that prisoners are: 

1. Managed and contained in a safe, secure, humane manner." ■ 
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MARTIN BRYANT WAS INNOCENT 

 
Supreme Court of Tasmania 

website clearly states: 
 

"People accused of serious offences, such 
as murder, manslaughter and serious drug 

offences, are dealt with in the Supreme 
Court after preliminary hearings have been 

conducted in the Magistrates' Court. 
If there is a plea of not guilty, 

then a jury will decide whether 
the defendant is guilty or not guilty." 

 
But in the Port Arthur massacre case, 

the NOT GUILTY plea 
of Martin Bryant was illegally refused. 

 
He was kept isolated for over six months, 

which is torture and thus illegal, 
and coerced to accept the guilty plea 

of the state-paid mongrel lawyer 
John Avery. There was: 

 
NO trial 

NO inquest 
NO public enquiry 

NO royal commission 
 

TRUTH and JUSTICE 
have not been served to the families, 

relatives, and friends of all the victims, 
and mentally-handicapped 

Martin Bryant 
has been killed in custody after 

serving over 20 years in prison for 
crimes he did not commit. 
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PRAYER 
 

[T]o offer my condolence and sorrow to all of those 

affected on 28 April 1996, I placed a prayer in 

The Mercury newspaper in Hobart. 

 

TO all of humanity affected by the agony 

resulting from the horror inflicted on innocence 

at Port Arthur, 

one deeply traumatic year ago. 
 

Of all people, I weep with you – 

with your bitter tears, with our suffering tears 

and with unique, unsharable tears of my own. 
 

With you, I am worn out with grief. 

But we can try to live above it. 

Let us encourage one another by showing love. 

God is like that. 

He gives us the love we want to share. 

Hate can be overcome with love. 

As we have compassion and express it 

in practical ways, we will feel ourself being healed. 
 

To overcome our tragedy, our best chance is 

to look forward with hope and overcome evil 

with the goodness which comes to us from God. 
 

Seeking healing with you. 

With all my compassion and love. 

 

From that day to this, my prayer is always the same. 

CARLEEN BRYANT – 1997 
 

 

THIS PRAYER and prose above are from the heart, a mother’s loving heart. Mrs. Bryant has 

NOT covered over failings nor has she dissembled as so many officials in Australia have done in 

relation to the case that involved her mentally-handicapped son. She raised concerns and 

questions which should have been addressed and answered long ago. Much is terribly wrong 

– so many people have been made to suffer. Now innocent Martin Bryant has been killed in 

custody. Objective readers who analyse the many hard facts will realise corrupt officials first 

manipulated a boy-man, then the public, to ensure more control of the populace long desired 

by the evil State. Since April 1996, the Truth has not been revealed to the nation. Contrary to 

Gordon Hewart's famous legal dictum (Law Reports King's Bench Division vol.1; 1924: p.259) 

– Justice has NOT been done and it is seen NOT to be done. The official massacre (killing & 

wounding) at and near Port Arthur in Tasmania is the worst injustice of modern-day Australia. ■ 
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RESOURCES 
 

AUDIO 
■ Keith Allan Noble. Martin Bryant Is Innocent!; fairdinkumradio.com; 21 MAR 2013. 

■ Keith Allan Noble. Why Martin Bryant Could Not Have Carried Out the 1996 Port Arthur 

  Massacre; Richie Allen Show; richieallen.podomatic.com; 3 MAR 2016. 
 
AUDIO-VISUAL 
■ A Question of Guilt – The Massacre at Port Arthur; youtube.com; JUL 2014. 

■ Cherri Bonney. Wish I Knew How To Be Free (dedicated to Martin Bryant); youtube.com, 2016. 

■ Greeley. Question of Guilt; on Apple Isle Child; iTunes, youtube.com; 2014. 

 ■ Port Arthur Anniversary Uncovered; cairnsnews.org; APR 2016. 
 
PETITION 
■ Cherri Bonney. Martin Bryant Deserves a Coronial Inquest and For All Our Sakes; 

  change.org; 2016. (please sign) 
 
PRINT & WEBSITES 
■ Stewart K. Beattie. A GUNSMITH′S NOTEBOOK ON PORT ARTHUR; 400 pp, DVD book; 2006. 

■ Carleen Bryant. MY STORY; 194 pp, ludekepublishing.com.au; 2010. 

■ A.J. Kierath. JUN 2016. https://www.facebook.com/groups/PortArthurEnquiry/ 

■ Andrew S. MacGregor. DECEIT AND TERRORISM: Port Arthur; 1040 pp, DVD book; 2001-4. 

■ Mary Maxwell & Dee McLachlan. PORT ARTHUR: Enough is Enough; 288 pp; 2016. 

  free download:  https://gumshoenews.com/ 

■ Robert N. Moles. A STATE OF INJUSTICE; 319 pp, Lothian Books; bookfinder.com; 2004. 

■ Keith Allan Noble. Deception & Lies Presented to Australians; 2 pp, summary of predicted 

  facts not presented on 6 MAR 2016 to the people of Australia by Channel 7 (Sunday Night); 

  2 MAR 2016. free pdfs: murder.research@gmail.com 

■ Keith Allan Noble. Emails (related to Matthew Beard whose demonising writing appeared on 

  vice.com; 7 & 25 May 2016. free pdfs: murder.research@gmail.com 

■ Keith Allan Noble. MASSACRE: Stephen Shane Parry; 1 p, notice to Senate of Australia; 

  5 MAR 2016. free pdfs: murder.research@gmail.com 

■ Keith Allan Noble. MASS MURDER: Official Killing in Tasmania, Australia; 720 pp, 2nd edition; 

  2014. free pdfs: BIGWORMBOOKS@gmx.net; paperback: bookfinder.com 

■ Keith Allan Noble. Show Cause Notice; 1 p, served on senator Stephen Parry (TAS-LIB); 

  24 FEB 2016. free pdfs: murder.research@gmail.com 

■ Keith Allan Noble. LEAKED DOCUMENTS: Statements of Port Arthur Massacre Witnesses 

  Leaked from DPP Office….; 112 pp; 2015. free pdfs: murder.research@gmail.com 

■ Keith Allan Noble. Submission Document to Australian Press Council ; 21 pp, relates to 

  News Corp Australia articles and images inciting hatred & killing; 22 SEP 2015. free pdfs: 

  murder.research@gmail.com 

■ Keith Allan Noble. 20 YEARS CORRUPTION, DECEPTION, LIES: Official Mass Murder, 

  Port Arthur, Tasmania; 50 pp; 29 APR 2016. free pdfs: murder.research@gmail.com 

■ Stephen Parry. Port Arthur Massacre – AFDA National Embalming Team – Detailed Report; 

  in PORT ARTHUR SEMINAR PAPERS: A record of the Port Arthur Seminar, 11-12 MAR 1997; 

  pp. 104-119, Melbourne, VIC (ISBN 0642271364). free pdfs: murder.research@gmail.com 

■ Chester Porter. THE CONVICTION OF THE INNOCENT: How The Law Can Let Us Down; 287 pp, 

  Random House Australia; 2007. 

■ Ned Wood. JUN 2016. members.iinet.net.au/~nedwood /Pam06.html ■ 

 


